INTRODUCTION

Bipolar disorder (BD) is a chronic and severe psychiatric condition, characterized by extreme shifts in mood and emotion over time. Disturbances in positive emotion and reward are central to many symptoms of the disorder; these include persistently elevated positive emotion and sustained reward pursuit across contexts.

Elevated reward sensitivity, in turn, has been found to predict worsening of mania symptoms and the onset of new manic episodes over time. Efforts to better understand these behavioral patterns at the neural level may provide novel targets for treatment and aid in elucidating the underlying mechanisms of BD.

OBJECTIVES: Bipolar disorder (BD) is associated with elevated reward sensitivity and persistent positive affect, yet the neural mechanisms underlying these patterns are not well understood. In the present study, we examined putative disruptions in communication within a well-known cortico-limbic reward circuit during reward processing as a potential contributing mechanism to these symptoms.

METHODS: The present investigation employed a within- and between-subjects design utilizing a monetary and social incentive delay task among adults with bipolar disorder type I (BD; N = 24) and a healthy non-psychiatric control group (HC; N = 25) during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Participants in the BD group were remitted at the time of testing.

RESULTS: Functional connectivity analyses revealed increased connectivity between the ventral striatum (VS) seed region and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) as well as the amygdala during processing of reward receipt in the BD group. After omission of expected rewards, the BD group showed decreased functional connectivity between the VS and a medial frontopolar cortex (mFPC) region associated with consideration of behavioral alternatives. Follow-up analyses within the BD group showed that increased VS-OFC connectivity after reward receipt, and decreased VS-mFPC connectivity after reward omission, were associated with higher levels of subthreshold mania symptoms.

CONCLUSIONS: Results point toward potential mechanisms implicated in elevated reward sensitivity in BD. Enhanced VS-OFC connectivity after reward receipt may be involved in elevated valuation of rewards whereas blunted VS-mFPC connectivity after reward omission may reflect a failure to consider behavioral alternatives to reward pursuit.
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neural level have primarily focused on regional neural activity during reward tasks. For example, studies have reported increased activation in the ventral striatum (VS)\textsuperscript{11-15} and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)\textsuperscript{15-17} of patients with BD compared to healthy controls (HCs) during reward processing. While these data provide an important foundation, they cannot fully explain the pathophysiology of reward processing dysfunctions in BD, as these regions do not operate independently but interact as components of complex neural networks.\textsuperscript{18-23} Thus, an important next step is to begin to explore the functional connectivity between implicated regions or structures. Understanding the extent to which elevated reward sensitivity may be related to patterns of functional connectivity between neural regions may provide more precise targets for therapeutic intervention.

1.1 | Bipolar disorder symptoms and reward processing

Reward processing disturbances have been proposed as a putative endophenotype for BD.\textsuperscript{24} Specifically, BD is associated with heightened sensitivity to reward, as well as behavioral patterns including persistent reward pursuit and excessive engagement in pleasurable activities.\textsuperscript{6,24-26} Euthymic individuals with BD (ie not currently hypomanic, depressed, or mixed) self-report heightened positive affect at the prospect of future rewards in their daily lives and in response to emotional stimuli\textsuperscript{6}, compared to HCs.\textsuperscript{10} Similarly, in a college student sample, high BD risk (based on Hypomanic Personality Scale scores) was found to predict higher expectancies for future success and more ambitious goal-setting after an initial monetary reward.\textsuperscript{25} Individuals at risk for BD have also been found to report heightened positive affect after receiving false success feedback.\textsuperscript{26} Individuals with BD and those at risk for developing BD also report elevated reward responsiveness,\textsuperscript{4,10,28} which may be a key contributor to the development and maintenance of BD.\textsuperscript{4,5,25} Moreover, rewarding life events (ie goal attainment events such as graduations) have been found to predict increases in manic symptoms over time.\textsuperscript{29,30} Taken together, findings suggest that elevated sensitivity to rewards is central to the development and symptom course of BD.

1.2 | Brain networks and reward processing disturbances in BD

Reward processing is supported by an interconnected, dopamine-rich brain network.\textsuperscript{21,31,32} Within this network, the striatum can be conceptualized as a central hub for the transmission of reward-relevant signals within multiple circuits mediating motivation as well as reward-based decision-making and behavior.\textsuperscript{23,34} Two regions of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) have been shown to interact with the striatum in particularly relevant ways for the study of individual differences in reward-related responding. First, a VS-OFC circuit has been implicated in motivation and reward learning.\textsuperscript{35-41} In one study, Jung and colleagues\textsuperscript{42} examined functional connectivity during a task in which participants could risk monetary gain or loss by playing a trial, or pass to the next trial without gain or loss. They reported that VS-OFC connectivity positively correlated with the number of persistent responses made during the task, suggesting that individual differences in frontostriatal functional connectivity may be implicated in behavioral persistence toward reward in uncertain conditions.

A more anterior region of the PFC, the frontopolar cortex (FPC), has shown functional connectivity with the striatum during set shifting,\textsuperscript{43} suggesting that connectivity between the FPC and striatum may be important for facilitating change in behavioral strategies for reward pursuit. Consistent with this interpretation, FPC activation has been found to track with the range of behavioral options being considered,\textsuperscript{44} and with the value of alternative choices that were not selected.\textsuperscript{45} On the basis of these findings, this region has been conceptualized as maintaining a representation of possible courses of action in the near future.\textsuperscript{46,47} This is consistent with work showing disruption to FPC in BD, resulting in impairments of information maintenance\textsuperscript{48} and response selection.\textsuperscript{49} Taken together, the findings of previous work appear to suggest that striatal functional connectivity with the OFC is implicated in persistence in reward pursuit strategy, while functional connectivity between the striatum and FPC is implicated in facilitating consideration and selection of alternative strategies. Given the well-documented persistent reward pursuit behavior, including failures to downregulate reward pursuit after an initial reward receipt observed clinically in BD,\textsuperscript{46,47} we hypothesized that this group would be characterized by alterations in functional connectivity between the striatum and one or both of these prefrontal regions.

Finally, connectivity between the amygdala and VS has been strongly implicated in reward-motivated behavior and reward learning. The amygdala has been found to encode the motivational or affective significance of events.\textsuperscript{51} Afferent projections from the amygdala to the VS have been found to facilitate reward seeking\textsuperscript{52,53} and play an important role in reward-based learning.\textsuperscript{51,54} In a study examining connectivity-based parcellation of the human striatum in relation to personality characteristics, Cohen and colleagues\textsuperscript{55} found that individuals who self-reported higher levels of novelty seeking had stronger fiber tracts between the amygdala and ventral and mesial regions of the striatum. Based on behavioral findings of heightened reward seeking and affective responding to rewards in BD,\textsuperscript{56} as well as work directly implicating altered amygdala activity in BD,\textsuperscript{56,57} we predicted enhanced functional connectivity between the striatum and amygdala in response to reward receipt in the BD group.

1.3 | The present investigation

In an earlier analysis of these data, we found that the VS exhibited elevated reactivity to reward receipt in euthymic BD, compared to an HC group.\textsuperscript{13} Notably, no task-related differences in VS reactivity to reward receipt emerged. The goal of the present investigation was to build on these findings, characterizing group differences in functional connectivity with this region during reward processing. As such, the present analysis collapses across reward types. To this end, we seeded the VS and examined the temporal coupling between this seed region and other neural regions during processing three types of trial outcomes, including (i) reward receipt, (ii) neutral outcomes, and (iii)
the omission of expected rewards, across both monetary and social reward types. We then examined relationships between functional connectivity and individual difference variables related to mania and reward sensitivity in the BD group. We predicted that VS functional connectivity with the amygdala and OFC would be enhanced after win outcomes. This pattern would align with persistent reward pursuit, particularly after experiences involving reward receipt, in BD,\textsuperscript{8,50,58} and the roles of these regions in reward valuation and appetitive motivation.\textsuperscript{39,42,51} In addition, we predicted that functional connectivity between the VS and FPC would be blunted for the BD group compared to the HC group after failing to obtain an available reward (no-win outcome). This pattern would fit with the role of the FPC in facilitating change in reward-pursuit strategy,\textsuperscript{43-47} and clinical findings demonstrating a deficit in this ability in BD.\textsuperscript{6,7,50}

Importantly, participants were in remission at the time of testing. This allowed us to examine the differences in functional connectivity between individuals with BD and an HC group without the inherent confound of mood symptoms at the time of testing.\textsuperscript{16,59} If group differences emerge in the context of remission, they are less likely attributable to transient mood symptoms. In addition, we employed the well-validated monetary incentive delay (MID) task\textsuperscript{60} alongside a novel social incentive delay (SID) task recently developed by our group.\textsuperscript{15} In doing so, we were able to examine connectivity during processing of monetary and social rewards, consistent with the variability in reward types that individuals typically experience in their daily lives.

# 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

## 2.1 Participants

As described in a previous analysis of these data,\textsuperscript{13} participants were 28 individuals diagnosed with BD type I, currently remitted, and 27 HCs who did not meet current or past criteria for any DSM-IV-TR Axis I disorder. Additional exclusion criteria for both groups were history of severe head trauma, stroke, neurological disease, severe medical illness (eg autoimmune disorder or HIV/AIDS), left-handedness, medications affecting cerebral blood flow (eg blood pressure medications), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) safety incompatibility, pregnancy, suicidal ideation, and alcohol or substance abuse or dependence in the past 6 months. Four BD and two HC participants were excluded from the final data analysis due to excessive motion during functional MRI (fMRI) (>5 mm movements during at least four of eight runs), leaving a final sample of 24 BD and 25 HC participants. Participants were recruited using online advertisements and flyers posted in New Haven, CT and surrounding communities.

## 2.2 Diagnostic evaluation

All diagnoses were confirmed using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-IV)\textsuperscript{63} administered by trained researchers. Trained researchers (ie a licensed clinical psychologist, clinical psychology Ph.D. students, a post-baccalaureate fellow, or an advanced research assistant) administered the diagnostic and symptom assessments after completing training that included role-playing interviews, co-interviews with trained staff, and live observation of trainee clinical interviews. Approximately one-fourth (n = 12; 24.49%) of videotaped interviews were selected and independently rated by an additional clinical interviewer, and major discrepancies (ie errors) were corrected during informal consensus meetings. Final (ie post-meeting) inter-rater reliability was 100% for BD diagnosis (κ = 1.00) and non-psychiatric control diagnosis (κ = 1.00) (ie the absence of current or lifetime psychiatric diagnoses, according to DSM-IV-TR criteria). This indicates strong interrater reliability, though the “skip out” following the standard SCID format could have reduced opportunities for disagreement among independent raters.

## 2.2.1 Mood symptoms

Current symptoms of mania were measured using the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS)\textsuperscript{62} and current symptoms of depression were measured using the Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (IDS-C).\textsuperscript{63} Remitted mood status (ie not manic, depressed, or mixed mood state) for the BD group was verified according to SCID-IV mood module criteria for the past month and cut-off scores on the YMRS (≤7) and IDS-C (≤11) for the past week. The IDS-C and YMRS were administered on the day of the diagnostic interview, and re-administered again on the day of the scan to ensure that participants scored below cut-offs on both days (see Table 1). Intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs)\textsuperscript{64} for absolute agreement between the original interviewer and an independent rater for approximately one-fifth of study participants were strong for both the IDS-C (n = 11; ICC = 1.00) and YMRS (n = 10; ICC = 0.96).

## 2.2.2 Medication assessment

At the baseline laboratory visit, participants reported use and dosage of psychiatric medications over the past month recorded using the Somatotherapy Index.\textsuperscript{65} Medication classes coded included antidepressants, anticonvulsants, lithium, valproate, benzodiazepines, typical and atypical neuroleptics, buspirone, zolpidem, lamictal, and alternative therapies (see Table 1).

## 2.2.3 Cognitive functioning

Baseline cognitive functioning was assessed using the Mini Mental Status Examination (MMSE), a brief objective measure of cognitive status and impairment.\textsuperscript{66} Raw scores (range: 0-30) were calculated as the total number of trials correct and all participants exceeded the eligibility cut-off score (≥24)\textsuperscript{66} (Table 1).

## 2.2.4 Executive functioning

Executive functioning was measured using the letter-number sequencing subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-IV (WAIS-IV).\textsuperscript{67} Raw scores were calculated as the total number of trials correct (range: 5-20), from which WAIS-IV age-normed scaled scores were used in final analyses (range: 5-19) (Table 1).
2.2.5 | Reward sensitivity

Participants completed the self-report questionnaire of the Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Approach System (BIS/BAS) scales. Subscale scores were calculated according to instructions provided by the authors, and the Reward Responsiveness subscale was operationalized as a measure of trait-level reward responsivity (Table 1).

2.3 | Procedures

Participants completed two study sessions, including an initial baseline diagnostic visit and a second fMRI scanning session approximately 2.5 months apart (mean [M] = 78.51 days, standard deviation [SD] = 65.79). Between the two visits there was a second unrelated fMRI scanning session during which symptoms were also reassessed to ensure continuity of remitted mood status in the BD group.

2.3.1 | Baseline diagnostic visit

At baseline, participants completed a diagnostic evaluation in the laboratory that included the SCID-IV, YMRS, IDS-C, Positive Qualities Questionnaire (see below), medication information, and demographics (along with additional questionnaires not part of the current investigation).

2.3.2 | Positive qualities questionnaire (PQQ)

The PQQ is a 10-item questionnaire designed for the present study to elicit self-reported information about perceived positive qualities.

### TABLE 1  Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BD group (n = 24)</th>
<th>HC group (n = 25)</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>31.38 (11.86)</td>
<td>29.44 (8.84)</td>
<td>F = 0.42</td>
<td>η² = 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (%)</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>χ² = 0.03</td>
<td>V = 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian (%)</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
<td>84.0%</td>
<td>χ² = 1.87</td>
<td>V = 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>15.20 (2.00)</td>
<td>16.16 (1.57)</td>
<td>F = 3.47</td>
<td>η² = 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed (%)</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
<td>χ² = 2.50</td>
<td>V = 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married (%)</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>χ² = 1.18</td>
<td>V = 0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>27.96 (1.76)</td>
<td>28.68 (1.57)</td>
<td>F = 0.15</td>
<td>η² = 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS-IV Letter Number Task</td>
<td>11.92 (2.56)</td>
<td>12.08 (3.37)</td>
<td>F = 0.15</td>
<td>η² = 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAS reward responsiveness</td>
<td>16.71 (2.07)</td>
<td>16.68 (1.55)</td>
<td>F = 0.003</td>
<td>η² = 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMRS</td>
<td>1.50 (1.72)</td>
<td>1.04 (1.46)</td>
<td>F = 1.02</td>
<td>η² = 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS-C</td>
<td>3.58 (2.08)</td>
<td>1.40 (1.47)</td>
<td>F = 18.07*</td>
<td>η² = 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAF</td>
<td>70.63 (10.75)</td>
<td>88.96 (3.93)</td>
<td>F = 63.84*</td>
<td>η² = 0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at BD onset (years)</td>
<td>16.33 (7.14)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illness duration (years)</td>
<td>14.78 (11.45)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of comorbid disorders</td>
<td>0.42 (0.65)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of depressive episodes</td>
<td>13.00 (19.13)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of manic episodes</td>
<td>16.69 (37.40)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of antidepressants</td>
<td>0.33 (0.56)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of lithium</td>
<td>0.20 (0.41)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of benzodiazepines</td>
<td>0.13 (0.34)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of typical neuroleptics</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of atypical Neuroleptics</td>
<td>0.21 (0.41)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of manic episodes is the number of lifetime manic episodes; number of depressive episodes is the number of lifetime major depressive episodes; number of comorbid disorders is the number of comorbid DSM-IV-TR Axis I diagnoses. Mean values are displayed with standard deviations in parentheses where applicable. Clinical information collected at initial laboratory baseline diagnostic visit.

BD, bipolar disorder; HC, healthy control; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; WAIS-IV Letter Number Task, Letter-Number Sequencing subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-IV; YMRS, Young Mania Rating Scale; IDS-C, Inventory of Depressive Symptoms – Clinician Rated; BAS, Behavioral Approach System; GAF, Global Assessment of Functioning.

*P < .05 for comparison of BD and HC groups.
It was used to derive personalized social feedback for use in the SID task, described below. Specifically, participants were asked to "describe some positive events in your life, as well as some positive personal qualities and beliefs," and to respond to each question in a few sentences. PQP items span several domains including personal values (e.g., "Name some values that you believe are very important, and describe why they are important to you"); personal qualities (e.g., "Describe a quality that makes you unique"); social relationships (e.g., "Describe a time when you felt love for someone else"); and achievement (e.g., "Describe one of your greatest accomplishments"); see Appendix 1. The PQP was used to generate the positive adjectives presented in the SID task. Specifically, content analysis was performed to match adjectives from a validated database of 555 positive adjectives with individual responses to items on the PQP. In order to assess the relative intensity of each positive adjective, 134 community participants rated 100 of these adjectives for their positive value on a scale of 1 (not at all positive) to 5 (extremely positive) in an anonymous online survey. Following this, all adjectives were standardized and assigned percentile rankings based on their average positivity rating. These rankings were used to categorize positive adjectives into one of two categories: (1) level 2 adjectives were defined as "highly positive" and consisted of adjectives with percentile rankings in the highest 50th percentile; (2) level 1 adjectives were defined as "moderately positive" and consisted of adjectives with percentile rankings in the lowest 50th percentile. See ref.71 for details of adjective selection for individual participants.

2.3.3 | fMRI scanning visit

The fMRI visit included four parts; namely, a pre-scan assessment, pre-scan task training, fMRI task, and post-scan phase. During the pre-scan assessment, the YMRS and IDS-C were re-administered to ensure that participants were below symptom thresholds and met the criteria for remitted symptom status.70 Next, the presence of current substance use was assessed using the Medimex Multi-Drug Urine Test (United Inc., Bensalem, PA, USA) and participants who tested positive for cocaine, amphetamines, methamphetamines, opiates, or benzodiazepines were excluded unless they were prescribed by a physician (Table 1).

Next, participants were trained on the MID and SID tasks for approximately 30 minutes. First, the experimenter explained the task as instructions were presented on a laptop. Next, participants completed 45 practice trials for each task. During the practice, average reaction times were calculated, and these were used to titrate the duration of the target presentation during the fMRI session to ensure even distribution (~50%) of win trials on the MID and SID tasks, following prior research (see Figure 1 for task schematics). Specifically, half the targets were presented for one standard deviation longer than the participant's average reaction time (predicted 'win' trials), and the other half were presented for one standard deviation less than the participant's average reaction time (predicted 'no-win' trials). During the fMRI scan, participants completed four runs of each task lasting approximately 7 minutes each, presented in random order. Each run consisted of 22-23 trials, totaling 90 MID and 90 SID trials, broken down into 18 neutral/no-win trials (20%), 36 low-reward trials (40%), and 36 high-reward trials (40%). After the scan, participants completed post-task questionnaires in a testing room, received compensation, and were debriefed.

Monetary and social incentive delay tasks

Participants completed the previously validated MID task and an SID task developed by our group (see Figure 1 for task schematics). Each task consisted of 90 trials, yielding a total of 180 trials. During pre-scan task training, participants were given a cover story for the SID task. The cover story suggested that the object of the task was to view trained experimenters' feedback on the best aspects of their personalities, based on their interactions with experimenters during the laboratory session and their questionnaire responses. Each task varied across three levels of reward (neutral, low reward, and high reward). For further details of the SID task cover story and levels of reward across tasks, see ref.71.

Participants completed four runs of the MID task and four runs of the SID task, for a total of eight runs. Each run consisted of
approximately 22-23 trials. The order in which the four MID and four SID task runs were presented was randomly selected for each participant at the time of testing using E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Sharpsburg, PA, USA). The temporal sequence of a single trial can be seen in Figure 1 and is described in more detail in ref.13. Trials were separated by an inter-trial interval (ITI) of variable duration (jittered ~3 seconds; range: 2.0-7.0 seconds). To assess emotion during reward anticipation and receipt, participants reported their current feelings in response to the prompt, “How are you feeling?” on a Likert scale from 1 (negative) to 5 (positive) before and following reward outcome.

2.4 | Data acquisition

2.4.1 | Behavioral and self-report data

E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.) was used for stimulus presentation and self-report data collection. During the fMRI scan, stimuli were projected onto a screen behind the scanner, and participants viewed the stimuli via an angled mirror affixed to the head coil. Responses were made using a five-button response box with the right hand.

2.4.2 | fMRI data acquisition

Data were collected on a Siemens TIM Trio 3T scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). Functional images were acquired with a $T_2$-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) sequence (repetition time [TR] = 2000 milliseconds; echo time [TE] = 35 milliseconds; field of view [FOV] = 220 mm; voxel dimensions $3.4 \times 3.4 \times 4.0$ mm; 28 slices). Structural images were obtained using a $T_1$-weighted magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) acquisition (TR = 2530 milliseconds; TE = 2.77 milliseconds; FOV = 256 mm; voxel dimensions $1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0$ mm; 176 slices).

2.4.3 | fMRI data analysis

Preprocessing was carried out using the FMRib Software Library Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT) Version 5.0.8, part of FMRIB’s Software Library (FSL; www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). For the EPI images, we performed brain extraction, motion estimation using MCFLIRT, and spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel (full width at half maximum [FWHM] = 5 mm). The data were then high pass filtered at 0.01 Hz. After preprocessing, EPI images were linearly co-registered to each participant’s anatomical $T_1$-weighted image with FLIRT, and then nonlinearly normalized to MNI152 (2-mm) template space with FNIRT. Finally, we extracted motion parameters along six dimensions (three rotations and three translations). $T_1$-weighted anatomical images were individually segmented into gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) for each participant.

To ensure that group differences were not driven by motion confounds, especially given the impact of motion confounds on functional connectivity (see ref.72,73), we ran a separate analysis to test for group differences along the six motion parameters. To do so, we ran separate multi-level models regressing diagnostic group onto each of the six motion parameters, nesting each motion parameter estimates within run, and nesting runs within participants.

For each participant, we computed the values for each individual trial by regressing the gamma-convolved model of a given trial against the activation of each voxel in the brain using the general linear model (GLM), and the individual modulation option in AFNI (https://afni.nimh.nih.gov; 3dDeconvolve, -stim_times_3M; see ref.74 for a similar strategy). The six motion parameters were entered as nuisance covariates to further control for motion confounds. The served as the first-stage GLM in our beta-series correlation approach to functional connectivity, which has been shown to be a high-powered alternative to psychophysiological interaction methods75 for event-related task designs.73,76 Specifically, this approach involves deriving beta estimates for each trial, which serves as a data reduction step. This step allows for the data to be modeled in a single mixed-effects model, parsing trial-level (eg task condition) and individual-level (eg diagnostic label) variance and thereby maximizing statistical power.

To compute seed-based beta-series correlation estimates (ie functional connectivity), we delineated anatomically based masks of the left and right VS from the Harvard-Oxford Subcortical Structural Atlas included in FSL (Figure 2). The mean beta values across trials for voxels within the right and left VS regions were calculated for each seed, and were then entered in a whole-brain voxel-wise multi-level model which predicted the beta series for every voxel in the brain from the interaction term between the mean beta series of each seed, the task outcome (ie win, no-win, or neutral), and the diagnostic group of the individual (see ref.77 for a similar beta-series correlation approach). These fixed effects were nested within each participant by estimating a random intercept for each participant, using an unstructured covariance matrix and the between-within method of estimating degrees of freedom. The mean beta values corresponding to white matter and CSF were extracted from the participant-specific white matter and CSF masks, and entered as nuisance covariates in this multi-level model.
2.4.4 Multiple comparison correction

F-maps of the three-way interactions were then submitted to cluster-wise multiple comparison correction to keep familywise error (FWE) > 0.05. For each of the two seeds, the residual standard deviation map from the multilevel connectivity analysis was used to estimate the spatial auto-correlation function in AFNI (3dFWHMx -acf); these parameters were then used to estimate minimum cluster sizes (Supporting Information Table S1). The F-maps were thresholded with a cluster-defining threshold (CDT) of $P < .001$ (see ref. 78), and resulting clusters smaller than the minimum cluster sizes were removed.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Participant characteristics

As shown in Table 1, groups did not differ in age, gender, ethnicity, employment status, or years of education. Groups also did not differ on subthreshold mania symptoms. The BD group did score significantly higher on subthreshold depression symptoms, though both groups scored well below clinical thresholds. As expected, the BD group scored significantly lower on global functioning than the HC group. Groups did not differ on MMSE or

FIGURE 3 Whole-brain results showing significant three-way interactions between diagnosis, task condition, and the left (A) and right (B) ventral striatum (VS) seeds
### TABLE 2 Significant three-way interaction clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Peak coordinates</th>
<th>Brodmann area</th>
<th>Cluster size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laterality</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right ventral striatum seed</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−44</td>
<td>−24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior temporal fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−46</td>
<td>−26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior inferior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>−30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>−12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>−42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial frontopolar cortex</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventral striatum</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ventral striatum seed</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−26</td>
<td>−10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior temporal fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>−4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior inferior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−46</td>
<td>−26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior inferior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>−16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior insula</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbitofrontal cortex</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbitofrontal cortex</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior parahippocampal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−26</td>
<td>−12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior parahippocampal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−18</td>
<td>−12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>−40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventral striatum</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventral striatum</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Peak coordinates for main clusters (≥ 100 voxels) are reported in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space (x, y, z). Results are cluster corrected at P < .05. Brodmann areas indicated correspond to the peak coordinates for each cluster.

L, left; R, right; N/A, not applicable.

These regions were no longer significant after clinical covariates (subthreshold depression symptoms, presence vs absence of antipsychotic medication, and presence vs absence of comorbid anxiety) were entered into the regression model.

WAIS-IV Letter Number Sequencing Task scores. Groups did not differ along any of the six motion parameters, which included the x-rotation \( F(1, 47) = 0.006, P = .940 \), y-rotation \( F(1, 47) = 0.723, P = .400 \), z-rotation \( F(1, 47) = 1.855, P = .180 \), x-translation \( F(1, 47) = 2.798, P = .101 \), y-translation \( F(1, 47) = 0.205, P = .653 \), and z-translation \( F(1, 47) = 0.132, P = .719 \) (Supporting Information Figure S1).

#### 3.2 | Whole-brain seed-based functional connectivity analysis

Results revealed significant three-way interactions between VS beta estimates, task outcome, and group for both the left and right VS seeds, though the patterns differed. Because the spatial boundaries of these resulting clusters extended across multiple anatomical boundaries, we masked the significant voxels within this cluster that overlapped with anatomical maps defined by the H-O probabilistic atlas, with thresholds set at 0.25. For the left VS seed, significant three-way interactions were found in voxels within the bilateral striatum, anterior fusiform gyrus, posterior inferior temporal, anterior parahippocampal gyrus, OFC, left amygdala, right lingual gyrus and anterior insula. For the right VS seed, significant three-way interactions were found in voxels within the right striatum, bilateral posterior fusiform gyrus, posterior inferior temporal gyrus, left amygdala, right lingual gyrus, and medial frontopolar cortex (mFPC) (Figure 3 and Table 2). Furthermore, the whole-brain functional connectivity clusters were nearly identical for the left and right VS-seeded analyses when including subthreshold depression symptoms (IDS-C scores), presence vs absence of antipsychotic medication, and presence vs absence of comorbid anxiety as covariates. * Presence vs absence of antipsychotic medication was included as a covariate given existing evidence that this type of medication may influence neural reward processing. 

*With the exception of the right VS cluster and left anterior temporal fusiform gyrus cluster results for the right VS seed. These clusters were no longer significant after clinical covariates were entered into the regression model.*
Given our a priori interest and the reward-based paradigm employed, we sought to explore the nature of the three-way interactions between the VS and regions that comprise a well-known corticolumbic reward circuit: the left amygdala (for both left and right VS seeds), left and right OFC (for the left VS seed only), and mFPC (for the right VS seed only). To this end, we examined group differences in VS connectivity within each condition by probing the simple effects of the three-way interaction (between VS, diagnosis group, and task condition) from the omnibus multi-level model described above, separately for the three target regions.

Left VS seed. Results indicated that for left VS, significant three-way interactions were found for both the left OFC [$F(2, 8689) = 12.883, P < .0001$] and right OFC [$F(2, 8689) = 19.4802, P < .0001$]. For the left OFC analysis, simple effect tests showed differences between the bipolar and control groups in left VS-left OFC connectivity in the win and no-win conditions, with stronger connectivity in the bipolar group, but not in the neutral condition (Supporting Information Figure S2A). For the right OFC analysis, groups differed in left VS-right OFC connectivity in the neutral condition (with HCs showing greater connectivity) and the no-win condition (with the BD group showing greater connectivity), but not in the win condition (Supporting Information Figure S2B). We also found significant three-way interactions between the left VS and the left amygdala [$F(2, 8689) = 18.378, P < .0001$]. Group differences in left VS-left amygdala connectivity were found only in the win condition, with the BD group demonstrating greater connectivity (Supporting Information Figure S2C).

In order to examine the extent to which the findings may be driven primarily by outliers in the data, we repeated the analyses excluding trials in which beta coefficients estimated from the single-trial deconvolution were greater or less than three standard deviations from the mean. We continued to find significant three-way interactions in the omnibus ANOVA for the left OFC [$F(2, 8183) = 8.820, P = .001$], right OFC [$F(2, 8183) = 4.063, P = .017$], and left amygdala [$F(2, 8183) = 7.158, P = .0008$]. However, when we probed the simple effects, the only group differences that remained were in the left VS-left OFC connectivity in the win condition (Figure 4A) and in the left VS-left amygdala connectivity in the win condition (Figure 4C), with the BD group demonstrating greater connectivity strength in both.

Right VS seed. For the right VS seed, we found significant three-way interactions in the mFPC [$F(2, 8689) = 15.185, P < .001$] and the left amygdala [$F(2, 8689) = 24.561, P < .0001$]. Probing the simple effects revealed differences in right VS-mFPC connectivity between groups in the neutral and no-win, but not win, conditions, with the HC group demonstrating greater positive slopes for both (Supporting Information Figure S3A). We also found differences in right VS-left amygdala connectivity in the win condition only, with stronger connectivity slopes in the BD group, similar to the results for the left VS-left amygdala described above (Supporting Information Figure S3B).

Again, we examined these results after excluding beta estimate outliers (±3 SD from the mean). We continued to find significant three-way interactions in the omnibus ANOVA for both the mFPC [$F(2, 8334) = 9.011, P = .0001$] and left amygdala [$F(2, 8334) = 13.221, P < .0001$]. When we probed the simple effects, the only group differences that remained for the right VS-mFPC connectivity were in the no-win, with the stronger connectivity slope in the HC group (Figure 5A). Results for the right VS-left amygdala connectivity, with the BD group showing a stronger connectivity slope only in the win condition, remained robust (Figure 5B). All proceeding analyses were conducted using the data with outliers removed.

### 3.3 | Frontostriatal connectivity and clinical status

In the next stage of the analysis, we sought to build on our initial findings to better understand their clinical implications within the BD group. First, we predicted that VS-OFC connectivity during win outcomes would be associated with clinical measures of mania recency (ie time since last manic episode) as well as mania risk. This hypothesis was based on existing research documenting associations between VS-OFC connectivity and persistence, and clinical observations of persistent reward pursuit in individuals with BD.

Conversely, we predicted that mFPC-VS connectivity during no-win outcomes would be negatively associated with mania recency and risk. This hypothesis was based on evidence for the role of mFPC-striatum connectivity in facilitating change in reward-pursuit strategy, and the clinical deficits in the ability to shift goal-pursuit strategies observed in individuals with and at risk for mania. This mechanism could help to explain failure to ‘put on the brakes’ or re-evaluate reward pursuit strategies even in the context of environmental cues to do so. Finally, we hypothesized that amygdala-VS connectivity during win outcomes would be positively associated with mania recency and risk. This hypothesis was based on the role of the afferent projections from the amygdala to the VS in facilitating reward seeking, and the pathologically elevated reward-seeking behavior observed clinically among individuals at risk for BD.

We tested these hypotheses by employing a moderation approach that probed how VS activity interacted with each of four individual difference variables to predict the mFPC (right VS seed), left OFC (left VS seed), and left amygdala (right and left VS seed). We examined four key individual difference variables related to mania and reward

---

1 To evaluate the extent to which outlier trials may or may not be clinically meaningful, we examined demographic and clinical variables in relation to participants’ proportion of outlier trials. Each participant’s percentage of trials ± 3 SDs from the mean was calculated separately for right and left VS seeds. One-way ANOVAs revealed that groups did not differ in the percentage of outlier trials for right ($P = .69$) or left ($P = .75$) VS seeds. The percentage of outlier trials did not correlate with age within the BD ($r = .21, P = .27$) or HC ($r = .25, P = .14$) groups. In addition, one-way ANOVAs revealed that male and female subjects did not differ in the percentage of outlier trials within the BD ($r = .36, P = .66$) or HC ($r = .32, P = .21$) groups. Within the BD group, the percentage of outlier trials was not correlated with subthreshold mania (YMRS; $r = .004, P = .85$) or sub-threshold depressive symptoms (IDS-C; $r = .07, P = .54$) on the day of testing.

In order to examine whether outlier trials may be related to motion in the scanner, we calculated each participant’s maximum motion in millimeters across the eight task runs, and examined the correlation between participants’ average maximum motion and percentage of outlier trials. Correlations were highly significant across both hemispheres within the BD group (right VS: $r = .59, P = .003$; left VS: $r = .64, P = .001$) and the HC group (right VS: $r = .46, P = .02$; left VS: $r = .56, P = .004$), suggesting that outlier FC beta values are likely attributable to artifact related to excess motion in the scanner.
FIGURE 4  Left ventral striatum (VS) connectivity slopes to the left orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) (A), right OFC (B), and left amygdala (C), when beta estimates ±3 standard deviations from the mean were removed. BD, bipolar disorder; CTL, control
sensitivity, including (1) the YMRS score, which assessed subthreshold mania symptoms on the day of the scan; (2) the number of months since the most recent manic episode; (3) the quality of the most recent mood episode (mania vs depression), and (4) scores on the Reward Responsiveness subscale of the Behavioral Activation Scale (BAS-RR).

First, we probed whether the four clinical variables interacted with the left VS to predict left OFC beta values. We found significant moderation effects with YMRS ratings \( F(1,1554) = 9.375, P = .0022 \), and positive coefficients \( \beta = 0.05 \) indicated that greater subthreshold mania symptoms were associated with increased connectivity during the reward outcomes. Moderation effects for the remaining individual difference measures were not significant.

For the right VS-mFPC connectivity, we found significant interactions with YMRS \( F(1, 1832) = 5.64, P = .018 \) and months since the most recent manic episode \( F(1, 1611) = 9.535, P = .002 \) only. Negative coefficients \( \beta = -0.095 \) indicated that greater subthreshold mania symptoms were associated with more attenuated right VS-mFPC connectivity during reward omission. Similarly, as the temporal proximity of the most recent manic episode decreased, this attenuation of the right VS-mFPC connectivity in reward omission decreased as well \( \beta = 0.003 \), with the right VS-mFPC connectivity slopes more closely resembling that of the HC group.

For the left VS-left amygdala connectivity, we found significant moderation effects with the number of months since the most recent...
manic episode \( [F(1,1350) = 12.392, P = .0004] \), and the nature of the most recent mood episode \( [F(1, 1350) = 7.748, P = .0055] \). Examining the coefficients showed that months since mania weakly negatively predicted left VS-left amygdala connectivity \( (\beta = -0.003) \), but this connectivity was stronger if the most recent episode was mania, rather than depression \( (\beta = -0.172) \). We found the same pattern for the right VS-left amygdala connectivity: months since most recent manic episode \( [\beta = -0.002, F(1,1350) = 9.627, P = .0020] \); most recent mood episode type \( [\beta = -0.135, F(1,1350) = 4.852, P = .028] \).

4 | DISCUSSION

The goal of the current study was to identify and characterize patterns of functional connectivity during reward processing in BD, and explore relationships between these patterns and reward-related symptoms. By elucidating the patterns of communication between neural regions that may contribute to persistent reward seeking in BD, we sought to contribute to a broader understanding of the pathophysiology of BD. Three main findings emerged from the present study. First, we identified elevated left VS-left OFC functional connectivity to reward outcomes in the BD group, and found that within the BD group elevated VS-OFC functional connectivity was associated with greater subthreshold mania on the day of the scan. Second, we found reduced right VS-mFPC functional connectivity in response to omission of expected rewards in BD, and found that, within the BD group, this reduction was associated with more recent mania and higher levels of subthreshold mania on the day of the scan. Finally, we found enhanced bilateral VS-left amygdala functional connectivity in response to reward outcomes in BD, and within this group enhanced VS-left amygdala connectivity was associated with less recent mania. Below, we discuss each of these findings in turn, and their implications for understanding the pathophysiology of BD.

First, as predicted, we found elevated left VS-left OFC functional connectivity in the BD group in response to reward outcomes. We interpreted this finding as a possible mechanism by which incentive motivation and reward sensitivity are elevated in BD. This interpretation is consistent with previous work documenting the role of a VS-OFC circuit in motivation and reward learning, including tracking the reward value of reinforcers and regulating appetitive motivation.\(^{27-41}\) Also consistent with this interpretation, we found that elevated VS-OFC connectivity to rewards in BD was associated with greater subthreshold mania on the day of the scan. Together, these findings suggest that enhanced VS-OFC connectivity in response to rewards may contribute to the pathologically persistent reward pursuit observed clinically in BD.\(^{5-9}\)

Second, also consistent with our hypotheses, we found that right VS-mFPC connectivity was blunted in the BD group when an expected reward was omitted (no-win outcomes). This finding emerged in the context of previous work demonstrating FPC-striatum functional connectivity during set shifting,\(^{43}\) and the role of the FPC in tracking alternative courses of future action.\(^{46,47}\) As such, decreased connectivity between the mFPC and VS when an expected reward is omitted may be one mechanism by which individuals with BD fail to re-evaluate reward pursuit or change strategies in response to environmental cues to do so. If alternative courses of action are not considered in response to environmental cues during reward pursuit, this could contribute to the persistent reward-seeking behavior that has been observed in BD at the trait level,\(^{5,50,58}\) and particularly during manic episodes.\(^{8,79}\) This pattern of reduced functional connectivity is also consistent with previous work showing that decreased activation in frontopolar regions of the PFC is related to deficits in inhibiting behavioral responses.\(^{49}\) Consistent with this interpretation, blunted mFPC-VS connectivity after no-win outcomes was associated with more recent mania and higher levels of subthreshold mania on the day of the scan in the BD group. Together, these findings suggest that disrupted mFPC-VS connectivity to omitted rewards may be a mechanism by which individuals with BD fail to consider behavioral alternatives when reward pursuit is unsuccessful. In turn, this may contribute to the persistent reward pursuit characteristic of BD and mania risk.

Finally, we found elevated bilateral VS-amygdala functional connectivity to reward outcomes in the BD group. This finding was interpreted in light of previous work documenting the role of afferent projections from the amygdala to the VS in facilitating reward seeking and reward-based learning.\(^{51-54}\) In this context, we initially interpreted this finding as a possible mechanism underlying elevated reward seeking in BD. However, our follow-up analyses indicated that VS-amygdala functional connectivity was negatively associated with mania recently. While this association was relatively weak, it does not support our initial interpretation of this finding. Although this finding was surprising, one alternative interpretation is that the elevated VS-amygdala functional connectivity observed in this group was related to a more general deficit in modulation of the amygdala responding to affective stimuli observed previously in BD.\(^{80}\) If this pattern is representative of a more trait-like feature of BD, rather than a characteristic of BD or mania risk, this could explain the prominence of this pattern particularly when mania is less recent.

Taken together, the results of the present study have highlighted three possible mechanisms within a cortico-limbic reward circuit that may contribute to the clinical patterns of elevated reward sensitivity, persistent reward pursuit, and difficulty downregulating approach motivation in BD. Future studies could build on these findings by exploring trial-by-trial changes in reward predictions and incentive motivation during a reward processing task. If, for example, elevated VS-OFC functional connectivity after one reward receipt predicted faster reaction times to reward cues on a subsequent trial, this would be consistent with a role for this mechanism in facilitating pathologically persistent reward pursuit in BD. In addition, it will be important to explore associations between striatal connectivity and dysfunctions in reward-based learning, as well as predictions about the likelihood of obtaining short- and long-term future rewards. Finally, future studies should examine prospectively whether disrupted striatal functional connectivity predicts changes in symptoms or behavior for individuals with BD.
These results should be interpreted within the confines of several caveats. First, our sample size was relatively small in our final data analysis. While this sample size is consistent with, or larger than, those in the majority of neuroimaging studies of individuals with severe psychopathology, including adults diagnosed with BD (eg ref.15,81), direct replication in future studies with larger sample sizes will help to ensure the generalizability of these results. Second, the patients in our BD sample were taking a variety of medications at the time of testing, as is common among this population, thus assuring the ecological validity of the sample.62 Although our main results remained consistent when taking into account use of anti-psychotic medications, future studies should aim to recruit samples of individuals with BD on specific subclasses of medication. Third, in the present study, the 5-mm motion-artifact threshold allowed us to retain the maximal number of participants with usable data (after discarding four BD and two HC participants for excessive motion beyond our 5-mm threshold). Future studies could use more restrictive motion thresholds in order to reduce noise and improve spatial specificity of findings. Finally, without a clinical comparison group of individuals with abnormal reward processing (eg remitted major depressive disorder or pathological gambling), we cannot state with absolute certainty that these results are specific to BD vs transdiagnostic across other disorders of aberrant reward processing. To build on these findings, future studies should employ this or similar paradigms across mood states among individuals with BD and in comparison with other psychiatric disorders characterized by dysfunctional reward processing.
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APPENDIX 1

Positive Qualities Questionnaire

Instructions: This questionnaire will ask you to describe some positive events in your life, as well as some positive personal qualities and beliefs. Please respond to each question thoughtfully and honestly, with roughly 2-3 sentences in the space provided.

1. Describe something you are very good at.
2. Describe a quality that makes you unique.
3. Name someone you admire, and describe the qualities you admire most about them.
4. Describe a time when you felt love for someone else.
5. Name some values that you believe are very important, and describe why they are important to you.
6. Describe something you hope to achieve in the future.
7. Describe a time when you felt hopeful about the future.
8. Describe one of your greatest accomplishments.
9. Describe a time when you felt content or at ease.

Each question was presented with an open-ended response box below so the participant could provide a response.